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September Santiam Flycasters Meeting  

Pyramid Lake with Beth Jappay  

The presentation will be about 
Pyramid Lake, both its winter/spring 
and it's fall fishery, with an emphasis 
on the history of the recovery of the 
Lahontan Cutthroat from the brink of 
extinction.  

Beth is a SFC Club Member and 
chronicles her adventures in the 
newsletter.  Look forward to hearing 
from her in person on this unique 
fishery. 

How To Join the September SFC Meeting — This month's speaker meeting is a 

hybrid In-person and online meeting. Participants can join the meeting either by 

attending in person or online via Zoom. The September in-person gathering will be 

held at the Broadway Commons/Coffeehouse, 1300 Broadway Street, NE, Salem. 

There is parking at the rear of the building. Enter the Coffeehouse through the 

doors at the southeast corner of the building (facing the parking lot).Take the 

elevator to the Mexico Room on the third floor. There are no stairs to the third floor, 

Masks are optional inside the building. The Zoom link will be emailed to members 

twice: one day prior, and also the morning of the day of the meeting. The meeting 

starts at 7:00 PM. If you are not a Santiam Flycasters member, you can request the 

Zoom link by sending an email to santiamflycasters@yahoo.com at least one day 

prior to the day of the meeting. If you have questions, contact Tim Johnson, 

santiamflycasters@yahoo.com, 503-507-8552   

https://www.facebook.com/santiamflycasters/
mailto:santiamflycasters@yahoo.com
mailto:santiamflycasters@yahoo.com
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President’s Corner  

By Scott Vaslev 

 

Now that the dog 
days of summer is 
upon us, me and my 
homies have been 
fishing the local 
rivers.  Ninety 
percent of my river 
fishing has been 
Euro Nymphing.  My 
casting with a micro 
leader is getting 
better so my fish 
count is going up.  I'm still throwing on fins and adding an indicator 
to my Euro Nymphing rig when floating down a long stretch of 
river.  Here's what I have discovered lately.  I'll pull over and Euro 
Nymph a spot and then I'll put on an indicator and fins and fish the 
spots I missed or couldn't get to Euro Nymphing.  Most likely the 
spots I'm fishing with my indicator no one else has fished before, 
consequently, most fish in the seam I can get to in my pontoon are 
bigger.  Remember, the spot you have Euro Nymphed, most likely, 
has been Euro Nymphed before. 

The casting clinic put on by Beth and Dwight was a success. Had 
a few people who were not affiliated with the club show up which 
means a casting clinic might be a good marketing tool for the club.  
Maybe we could rent a gym and do a winter clinic.  The venue at 
Wallace Marine Park was perfect for this purpose.  I attended the 
class Dwight taught on single handed spey casting which was 
awesome.  Could just as easily attended Beth's double haul class 
as my casting for length could use a tune up.  It takes classes like 
these to point out casting tips I forgot about.  Again, maybe in the 
future we should include a class on Euro Nymph casting. 

Just got back from fishing the Williamson River with Project 
Healing Waters at Yamsi Ranch in Chiloquin, Oregon.  It’s 25 
miles from Chiloquin on a long windy road in the middle of 
nowhere.  The scenery is beautiful but not so the fishing at least 
for me.  Beth and Shandy caught some nice ones but all I had to 
show for it was one 4” and 12” that I foul hooked.  Our main 
mission was to get the veterans set up and fishing.  Doing that 
included tying on flies, untangling lines, and mini casting lessons.  
Special shout out to the Hyde family for hosting and Bob L. for 
setting it up. See Shandy’s pictures of the event on the next two 
pages. 

Our two outings for September are at Hosmer and Walton Lakes.  
Hosmer is my favorite lake to fish and last September the fishing 
was fantastic.  I plan on spending a week up there and will have 
some family attending.  My wife and my son's family like attending 
because they can sneak over to Elk Lake lodge for lunch and an 
adult beverage.  Ricky will be the club sponsor for Hosmer.  Later 
in the month Walton Lake is on the agenda with Beth as the 
sponsor.  I've never fished it but have heard good things about it.  I 
plan on attending as long I'm not too burned out on camping after 
spending a week at Hosmer. 
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Santiam Flycasters and Project Healing Waters at Yamsi Ranch  
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Santiam Flycasters and Project Healing Waters at Yamsi Ranch  

Volunteers and Veterans 

Thank you Bob, Shandy, Scott, and Beth for your participation in this 
event. 
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Willamette River Outing Report  

By Ken Karnosh 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Five of us floated and fished the Willamette for 

smallmouth bass on a beautiful August 13.  It was an 

overcast morning and sunny afternoon with temps in the 

low 80s.  The weeds/algae seemed to be dying and 

floating away, so were not a big problem on this trip. 

We caught a fair number of smallmouth and others, but 

they could have been a bit more cooperative.  Most of 

us landed a smallie in the 15” range.  Ken didn’t land the 

big one, but landed smallmouth bass, pikeminnow, 

bluegill, and several yellow perch. 

This fishery should be productive through September at 
least, and is really worth a shot if you choose to do it. 

 

South Santiam Outing Report 

By Kevin Finkenbiner 

Seven Santiam 

Flycasters braved 

nearly perfect 

weather to float and 

fish the South 

Santiam River on 

Saturday, August 

20.  We had 

overcast skies in the 

morning with water 

levels on the low 

side but water 

temperature at a 

near ideal 59 F.  

Everyone reported 

catching decent 

numbers of fish with 

a lot of smaller fish tallied.  We landed mainly rainbows 

with good numbers of cutthroats as well.  I logged one 

whitefish – a fat 14 inch specimen.    

Several techniques were used by the group.  Ricky, Bill, 

Brian, Scott and I spent most of our day Euro nymphing.  

Best flies were blowtorches, red tags, orange perdigons 

and caddis fly patterns.  Ricky had good look with a 

souped-up possie bugger (lots of flashy stuff tied in).  

Tim and Larry predominately swung wet flies and soft 

hackles, also with good results and logged their largest 

fish with this technique.  Larry and I also picked up a few 

on dry flies – I used a Chubby Chernobyl and Larry a 

Stimulator.   It’s always fun to get them on top.  After the 
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sun broke through, later in the day, top water action shut 

down for me. 

Several fish in the 15 inch range were landed by the 

group.  My best catch was 20”.  Unfortunately, it came 

as two fish – 12 and 8 inch rainbows that hit the tag and 

dropper fly.  It was fun trying to get them both into the 

net.  And, like always, the big ones got away: Bill, Scott 

and Ricky all lamented their near misses at day’s end.  

But that is what will bring us all back.  It was another 

great outing and a lot of fun.   

Hosmer Lake Outing—Sept. 10  

On September 10, we will fish Hosmer Lake on the 

Cascades Lake Highway.  You will need a floating 

device to fish Hosmer. 

To get there, you can drive Highway 22 to Bend and 

then to Hosmer on the Cascade Lakes Highway.  It 

probably is faster to drive I-5 south past Eugene, exit 

onto Highway 58 and drive over the Willamette Pass, 

turn left onto the Crescent Cutoff (USFS Road 61) for 

about 3 miles, turn left onto USFS Road 46, and drive 

about 35 miles to the Hosmer Lake Road on the east 

side of Road 46. 

A lot of the fishing is in the main lake, but you can also 

fish the channel and the upper lake.  If the weather is 

pleasant, canoers and paddleboarders will also be using 

the channel and upper lake but shouldn’t prevent you 

from fishing. 

Suggested gear is 4-6 weight rods with floating and/or 

intermediate line.  Flies include damsels, woolly 

buggers, callibaetis, and soft hackles.  Bring some 

chironomids and balanced leeches to fish if you tire of 

casting or kicking.  There may also be some action on 

travelling sedges or caddis in the evening. 

The club will provide an entrée for a Saturday mid-day 

meal, so bring a small side dish to share if you wish. 

Ricky Love is outing sponsor.  Call him at (253)320-
5699 or e-mail him at rickylove20@aol.com if you have 
a question. 
 

Walton Lake Outing—September 
21  

On Wednesday, September 21, we will fish Walton Lake 

east of Prineville.  Fishing should be good, since ODFW 

is scheduled to stock 750 trophy trout just before that.  

There is shoreline access, but a floating device 

promises better success. 

To get there, drive Highway 22 east, turn onto Highway 

126 just past Sisters, follow it through Redmond and 

Prineville (where it merges with Highway 26), drive 

Highway 26 for 16 miles east of Prineville, turn right onto 

County Road 23 for 9 miles, turn left onto USFS Road 

22 for 7 miles to the turnoff to Walton Lake. 

mailto:rickylove20@aol.com
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Suggested gear is 4-6 weight rods with intermediate or 

floating line.  Fly patterns include woolly buggers, 

Carey Specials, callibaetis, damselflies, chironomids, 

etc.  There may be some surface action on callibaetis 

or caddis in the evening. 

The club will not provide a meal, so bring enough food 

and beverage, plus maybe some firewood. 

Beth Jappay is outing sponsor.  E-mail her at           
ejappay@comcast.net if you have a question.  
 
She can be found at Site #7 in the Walton Lake 

Campground. 

 

Introduction to Fly Fishing Class  

At Linn-Benton Community 
College 

If you or anyone that you know is interested in an intro 

to flyfishing class, check out this one held through Linn-

Benton Community College and taught by two 

members of the Linn-Benton Family Fly Fishers. 

“Discover the joy of fly fishing in this hands on course 

taught by experienced local fly fishermen.  Develop 

proficiency in fly-casing and increase your 

understanding of which fly to use.  This course will 

focus on the basics, but will also include information or 

those who have prior experience.  The last class 

students will meet at a location on the South Santiam 

River.  See supplies to bring to class linnbenton.edu/

supplies. 

For more information and to register follow this link to 

the LBCC Fall Term Catalogue.  The course description 

is on page 23. 

https://www.linnbenton.edu/educational-options/

community-and-continuing-education/extended-

learning/index.php 

 

 

 

 

SFC Meeting Location 

Reminder 

We are now meeting at the Broadway Commons/

Coffee House located at 1300 Broadway Street NE, 

Salem. 

There is parking at the rear of the building. Enter the 

Coffee-house through the doors at the southeast 

corner of the building (facing the parking lot). Follow 

signs to elevators and up to the Mexico Room on the 

third floor. There are no stairs to the third floor. 

Masks are optional inside the building. 

 

Trout Suck 

By Beth Jappay 

 

I  learned something new recently.  It is resulting in 

me catching more fish, and I am excited to be able to 

pass it on to all of you. 

The backstory here is that I have been wanting to 

write an article about rise forms for a couple of years 

now.   Being able to read rise forms unlocks a whole 

new level of the fly-fishing experience.  This is not 

that article as I have been unable to articulate the 

subject to my satisfaction. If you are interested in 

reading more about rise forms I can recommend an 

online article Understanding Trout Rise Forms by 

Tom Rosenbauer. 

So last year I was dry fly fishing at Henderson 

Springs Ranch.  On one lake the trout were 

mailto:ejappay@comcast.net
https://www.linnbenton.edu/educational-options/community-and-continuing-education/extended-learning/community-education/class-supply-lists/garden-nature-outdoor/Fall2022%20The%20Joy%20of%20Fly%20Fishing.pdf
https://www.linnbenton.edu/educational-options/community-and-continuing-education/extended-learning/community-education/class-supply-lists/garden-nature-outdoor/Fall2022%20The%20Joy%20of%20Fly%20Fishing.pdf
https://www.linnbenton.edu/educational-options/community-and-continuing-education/extended-learning/index.php
https://www.linnbenton.edu/educational-options/community-and-continuing-education/extended-learning/index.php
https://www.linnbenton.edu/educational-options/community-and-continuing-education/extended-learning/index.php
https://www.flyfisherman.com/editorial/understanding-trout-rise-forms/152245
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sometimes targeting ants, and at other times 

Callibaetis as emergers vs duns vs spinners.  Each of 

the four insects/stages had a different way the fish 

would take the fly (resulting in different rise forms) 

which I was finally able to distinguish by my third day.  

What puzzled me in particular is that the trout were 

taking ants (which are helpless) with a splashier rise 

than the Callibaetis duns (which are capable of 

escaping).  So, of course when I got back home, I 

decided I needed to do further research.  The first 

thing I read was the Tom Rosenbauer article, but it 

didn’t answer my questions.  

Searching the internet I then found a book called “The 

Rise” by Paul Schullery.  Checking it out on Amazon I 

saw it had attestations including some dude named 

Dave Hughes as well, so I bought it.  What a wonderful 

book!  I read parts of it twice.  The author addresses a 

wide range of topics, including trout vision, how fishing 

pressure affects trout behavior, and the history of certain 

fly-tying topics.  What was of greatest interest to me 

though was his photography and his discussions and 

clarifications of how trout take a fly.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

His interest in this topic started on a whim: one day, with 

time to spare and at high noon he started taking pictures 

of feeding cutthroat at the Fishing Bridge in Yellowstone 

Park.   After developing the photographs, he realized 

that the shadows under the trout revealed many aspects 

of how trout take an insect, in particular light refraction 

revealed the suction trout use to feed.  This book is the 

result of years of photography at that spot as well as 

research and collaboration with various experts. 

It presents the trout’s feeding as a series of steps, from 

drifting closer, to examining the fly with binocular vision, 

accepting or rejecting it as food, creating suction, 

ingesting the fly, and the expelling of water through the 

gills.  Each of those steps is accompanied by an 

illustrating and illuminating photograph. 

Check out this photo. 

“The surface-feeding fish, in sucking down the fly, 

actually pulls a shallow hole in the water surface, 

creating a little feeding depression, or trough”.   “The 

trout’s head and gills are in fact a sophisticated and 

amazingly adept valve system”.  The trout can also use 

this valve system to quickly spit out undesirable things 

like, oh let’s say an artificial fly.   

My biggest “ah hah” moment though was when he 

expounded on the topic of short strikes (when you can 

feel a quick tug on your line but you don’t hook the fish).  

“They really aren’t short strikes at all; the trout simply 

misses the fly because of the tension on the leader as it 

is dragging in the current.  The tug the angler feels is 

often the ‘suction’, or perhaps the trout catching only the 

tail or bend of the fly, because the tension on the leader 

keeps the fly from being sucked fully into the fish’s 
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mouth.”  The good news in regard to these missed 

strikes is “you have not frightened the trout, you have 

disappointed him!  What you have done is to destroy his 

nice calculations and to take the fly away from his 

predetermined point of interception”. 

Huh. 

Just a week later, while still digesting this new 

information I had a dramatic illustration.  I was fishing 

the Callibaetis hatch at Blue Den. There was a wind and 

I was casting into it then retrieving the fly with a fast 

hand-twist retrieve, imitating a dun being blown by the 

wind.  My line was tight and the fly was less than 30 feet 

away when a large trout’s snout rose out of the water 

coming directly towards me.  Simultaneous to the 

disappearance of my fly I felt a tug on my line that was 

hard enough that if my tippet had been 7x it would have 

broken off!  I did not get a hook-up.  It occurred to me 

that if I had felt that powerful tug on a sinking line I would 

have assumed that a large trout had turned with the fly 

in his mouth without the hook setting.  However in this 

instance I was staring right at the trout which was 

coming directly at me, and it didn’t have time to turn with 

the fly in its mouth.  Holy cow, trout really do have 

powerful suction! 

My mind raced with the implications.  This explains so 

much!  For example, it explains why one must delay 

setting the hook after a take on a dry fly (I have heard 

suggestions of saying “one Mississippi” or “God save the 

Queen” before setting the hook).  It also explains why I 

have experienced so many short strikes with my booby 

flies and FABs, and why pausing my stripping or trolling 

is the most successful way of then getting a hook-up. 

I was still contemplating my new understanding when, 

20 minutes later the exact same thing happened–heck it 

could have even been the same fish.  The snout was 

coming right at me, there was a powerful tug, and this 

time (without prior planning) I let about 3-4” of line slip 

through my fingers before setting the hook.  This time I 

hooked the fish, later landing a fat 22” rainbow.  

Huh. 

In his book Paul Schullery discusses that fly fishermen 

he highly respects extoll the virtues of a slack-line 

presentation and that this could explain why it is so 

successful. I am currently reading the book “Stillwater 

Fly-Fishing Secrets” by Hal Janssen.  He also advocates 

letting line slip with a hard tug, though he explains this 

as primarily a way to avoid break-offs.  Line slip or a 

slack line was pretty much what my subconscious (or 

lazy fingers) ended up doing with that second fish, which 

could have been why my hook-up was successful that 

time.  Both authors recommend that after a short strike 

the angler resist the urge to pull in the line and cast 

again.  They recommend (and I concur) that instead the 

angler pause the presentation and allow the frustrated 

fish another chance.  I will add that this is one reason I 

favor a strip-strike (setting the hook with a long, sharp 

strip, which moves the fly only about a foot) over lifting 

the rod to set the hook (which moves the fly several feet) 

when I am doing a retrieval, as the fish is more likely to 

try to take the fly again if missed. 

About a week after that event, again fishing at Blue Den, 

a club member was complaining that he hadn’t caught a 

fish all day.  He reported 8 hard bites trolling with his 

intermediate line, but no hook-ups.  I relayed the above 

information to him, and recommended that he let a little 

line slip with the next hard bite.  30 minutes later he had 

a fish on. 

How has this changed how I fish?  Well, in a tight-line 

situation (i.e. not fishing with an indicator or with my 

midge tip) I am now trolling my full sink lines with the line 

held loosely between the index and middle finger of my 

rod hand and with 4-6 inches of line off the reel behind it.  

I still set the hook immediately if I feel a tightening of the 

line or a wiggling on the end, but I am attempting to 

resist the impulse to immediately set the hook if I feel a 

single tug that is quickly gone, instead letting a few 

inches of line slip through my fingers.  So far, I think I am 

catching more fish, but I now have an excuse for a lot 

more time on the water to firm up my conclusions. 
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September 2022 Fly of the Month  

Beth’s Tui Chub 

By Beth Jappay 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Last month at Rocky Point (Klamath Lake) my initial catch numbers 

were low until Seong Tae showed up and let me know the best pattern 

in the evening was a baitfish pattern, proving it by catching 5 fish to my 

1 that first night.  The next day I took a picture of a tiny fish I caught on 

a nymph and that night perused the tying materials I had with me in my 

RV, coming up with this pattern.  It worked so well over the next month 

that in the evenings I outfished both Benson and Seong Tae (a first!).  

Even better, it is an easy tie.  Interestingly, it didn’t do nearly as well 

when I used an alternative to the UV Polar Chenille. 

I am fishing it unweighted or lightly weighted (an inch of 0.15 lead wrap 

base) on my clear intermediate line, with a slow to medium strip.  I am 

looking forward to trying it at Pyramid Lake this October/November, and 

I suspect it would also work great for small-mouth bass on the 

Willamette as well. 
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Materials List 

Hook:     TMC 200R (or similar) size #4 (#6 and #8 also work) 

Thread:    UTC 70 Denier in brown 

Tail (lower):  Fish Hunter Marabou, Fl Silver Dun (UV) (white, light gray should work too) 

Tail (upper):   Prime Marabou, Brown Olive (dark olive, brown should work too) 

Tag:      Mylar Tinsel, Gold/Silver, Medium  

Body:    Hairline UV Polar Chenille, Gold, UV medium 

Overwing:    Prime Marabou, Brown Olive 

 

 

Step-By-Step Tying Directions 
  

1. Start the thread behind the eye of the hook and wrap 

back to about 2-3 mm behind the barb.  When choosing 

the white/silver marabou, pick barbules from the tip of 

the feather where the feather has thinner and longer tips 

and use a sparse amount.  When tying in the feather, 

you may need to throw a couple of wraps behind the 

feather after it is tied in, pulling the marabou up in order 

to keep the feather oriented straight back, and not an-

gled downward. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Tie in the mylar where the marabou butts end, on the 

far side of the hook and with the gold side showing.  

Wrap the thread back until the mylar is starting right at 

the marabou and advance the thread forward back to 

the tie-in point. 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Wrap the mylar forward, now with the silver side 

showing, back to the thread.  Tie off the mylar and trim 

the excess.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. For the upper tail, choose a sparse patch of long bar-

bules also from the tip of the feather.  Tie it in where the 

mylar has ended with the tips of the feather slightly long-

er than the lower tail.  Tie in the chenille (the end that 

the fibers are pointing toward) on the far side of the hook 

and wrap the thread back until the chenille starts just in 

front of the marabou.  
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5. Wrap the chenille forward to 50%, carefully stroking 

back the chenille fibers so that they do not get trapped.  

Tie it off on the far side of the hook with 2-3 wraps of 

thread, but do not cut the chenille, instead pull it out of 

the way. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Tie in another clump of the marabou (now from the 

side of the feather) so that the tips extend only a small 

distance beyond the bend of the hook.  We want it long 

enough to overlap with the upper tail, but not long 

enough that it will wrap itself around the hook.  Wrap the 

butts forward and trim at a two eye-width distance be-

hind the eye of the hook. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7. Wrap the chenille forward to the same point, secure 

and trim. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8. Add the second overwing, with the marabou tips long 

enough to overlap the first overwing, pinching off bar-

bules as necessary to give the top half of the fly an 

even, blended look.  Form a head, whip finish and ce-

ment.  I like to trim the front of the chenille at an angle 

as a last step. 

Note: when I tie this fly on a smaller hook, like a #8, I will 

only use one overwing. 

 

2022 SFC Outing Schedule 

September 10 Hosmer Lake 

September 21 (Wed) Walton Lake 

October 8  Crooked River 

October 12 (Wed) McKenzie River 

October 22  Deschutes River (Warm 

Springs-Trout Creek) 

November 2 (Wed) Mid. Fk. Willamette 

River (Below Dexter) 

November 12 Detroit Lake 
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